BeaconWear™ Premium High Visibility Safety Vest
BeaconWear premium safety vests set a new standard in quality and
safety performance. Not only does the vest provide high visibility
protection during daylight hours, it offers a patented “active lighting
system” that makes the vest glow at night. BeaconWear vests feature
adjustable Velcro side straps allowing year-round use over a variety of
clothing, and a front zipper enclosure to provide an exact fit for longduration use. The vest features “snap ups” on the bottom that
accommodate duty belts, radios, and tools. The vest is made of ANSI
certified polyester lightweight mesh and is offered in orange-on-yellow
or yellow-on-yellow color schemes. The vest incorporates two 360°
horizontal reflective stripes and four vertical shoulder reflective stripes
made of the high grade 3M Scotchlite™ grograin reflective material
ensuring maximum visibility. BeaconWear vests meet/exceed ANSI 107-2004 Class II Specifications.
Unlike any other safety vest, BeaconWear vests feature six active lighting panels (front, side and back)
which will illuminate when equipped with either a Glowskin Power Pak or a Glowskin PRO Power Pak –
all sold separately. This active lighting system makes the wearer conspicuous and provides unequalled
personal visibility even in the most challenging viewing conditions such as rain, snow, smoke, fog and,
of course, night time. Each vest comes with its own canvas storage/carrying bag allowing all personal
protection equipment to be stored in one convenience place.

GlowSkin™ Power Pak
GlowSkin Power Paks contain the electronic circuitry and power needed to
activate the illumination system incorporated into all Safe Lites BeaconWear™
high visibility Class II safety vests (sold separately). The Power Pak connects
to any BeaconWear vest and uses two AA batteries (not included) to
illuminate the active lighting panels on the vest for 20 hours in a constant-on
mode, or 40 hours in flashing mode. The Power Pak operates in either a flash
or constant-on mode and is recommended for the vest users that have an
infrequent requirement to light the vest or is on a limited budget.

GlowSkin™ PRO Power Pak
GlowSkin PRO Power Pak is an ideal solution for long duration vest
illumination. The PRO Pak consists of a non-memory Lithium rechargeable
battery weighing 2.1 ounces.
The PRO Power Pak will light the
BeaconWear vest for 8-10 hours. The compensating power supply ensures
the same level of brightness over the life the charge. A convenient LED
display shows power remaining. The PRO Pak can be recharged in less
than 3 hours and can be recharged over 500 times during its lifetime. The
PRO Power Pak operates with virtually no heat in a constant-on mode.
Each unit includes an AC charger. An optional DC charger is available and
retails for $12.95.
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